Optimization PCR for Detection CTG/CCTG-Repeat Expansions in the Diagnosis of Myotonic Dystrophies.
Myotonic dystrophies (DMs) are a group of autosomal dominant neuromuscular disorders which are caused by large CTG/CCTG-repeat expansions in untranslated regions of DMPK/ZNF9 gene. The "phenotypic overlap" in DMs creates complication in distinguishing patients with DM1 from patients with DM2 and underscores the need for these patients to undergo genetic test; therefore, detection and accurate sizing of the CTG/CCTG-repeat expansions are necessary. Templates with long CTG/CCTG tandem repeats are difficult to amplify by convention PCR. The aim of our study was to develop an efficient, economic amplification method which based on combination of primer design, modified annealing, and extension conditions in PCR amplification. We detected and analyzed the CTG-repeat expansions in patients having clinical, electrophysiological, and muscle pathology features indicative of DMs by optimization PCR. If no CTG-repeat expansions were detected, we subsequently analyzed the CCTG-repeat expansions in the remaining patients. 42 participants included 25 DMs patients and 17 family members. 22 patients showed CTG-repeat expansions, the CTG-repeat ranged from 53 to 683 and the average was 535; 3 patients showed CCTG-repeat expansions, the CCTG-repeat ranged from 400 to 450 and the average was 416. Molecular genetic tests are essential for DMs diagnosis; Optimization PCR under the optimal conditions of primer design, modified annealing, and extension conditions can be used for efficient PCR in DMs diagnosis; Optimization PCR can greatly improve the positive detection of DMs, provide an economic, accurate, and rapid method for routine diagnostic use.